
Fratal Interpolation Surfaes. Theory andAppliations in Image Compression.Pantelis Bouboulis⋆National and Kapodistrian University of AthensDepartment of Informatis and Teleommuniationsmaaddi�otenet.grAbstrat. In this dissertation, the problem of the onstrution of Fra-tal Interpolation Surfaes and their appliation in image ompressionis studied. We give exat onditions, so that this onstrution is validand we introdue some free parameters that make our model as �exibleas possible. In addition, we ompute the box-ounting dimension of aFratal Interpolation Surfae. Finally, we give a new image ompressionalgorithm, based on fratal interpolation that di�ers from other fratalompression tehniques.1 IntrodutionFratal theory has been drawing onsiderable attention of researhers in varioussienti� areas. The appliation of fratals reated by iterated funtion systems(IFSs) in the area of image ompression is probably the most known one. Appli-ations of fratal surfaes have been also found in omputer graphis, metallurgy,geology, hemistry, medial sienes and several other areas where there is greatneed to onstrut extremely ompliated objets; see for example [10℄, [14℄.Mazel and Hayes (see [12℄) use Fratal Interpolation Funtions (FIFs) (in-trodued by Barnsley in [1℄) to approximate disrete sequenes of data (likeone-dimensional signals). They demonstrated the e�etiveness of their methodby modelling seismi and eletroardiogram data. Reently, Navasues and Se-bastian (in [13℄) gave a generalisation of Hermite funtions using FIFs.Fratal Interpolation Surfaes (FISs) were used to approximate surfaes ofroks, metals, terrains, planets and to ompress images. Self-a�ne FISs were�rst introdued in [11℄ in the ase where the domains are triangular and theinterpolation points on the boundary of the domain are oplanar. A few yearslater Geronimo and Hardin [8℄ generalised the onstrution of Massopust to allowfor more general boundary data and domains.Some problems in the onstrution by [11℄ remained unsolved, amongst whihwas the lak of free ontrativity fators, whih are neessary in modelling om-pliated surfaes. A general onstrutive method of generating a�ne FISs ispresented in [17℄. Xie and Sun in [15℄ and Xie, Sun, Ju, Feng in [16℄ presented aonstrution of a ompat set that ontains the interpolation points de�ned in
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